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Let X be a fixed compact space, C(X) the Banach lattice of real 
continuous functions on X, L(X) its dual, and M(X) its bidual. 
[L(X) is an (L) space and M(X) an (M) space, hence the notation.] 
We have two objects in the present paper. The first is to give a 
unified development of most of the characterizations of weakly 
compact sets in L(X)-hence also in -F(p), p EL(X)-using purely 
vector lattice tools (i.e., with no measure and integration theory). 
There has been a long succession of characterizations, beginning 
with the Dunford-Pettis theorem [S] and culminating in the remark- 
able theorem of Grothendieck [6]. We derive them all from a theorem 
of Nakano [12, section 281 on the dual EC of a vector lattice E, where 
EC consists of the linear functionals on E which are continuous with 
respect to order convergence in E. While L(X) [resp 9’(p)] is not the 
norm-dual of M(X) [resp Sm(p)], it is precisely the set of linear 
functionals on M(X) [resp J?“(p)] continuous with respect to order 
convergence, and it is this fact which we consider to be the basis 
of all the weak compactness properties. 
Our second object stems from the above theorem of Grothendieck, 
and from a theorem of DieudonnC [4], which he uses. These two 
theorems single out a very small subspace of M(X)-in some sense, 
the smallest subspace containing C(X). It is a proper subspace of the 
first Baire class Bar, and for want of a better name we denote it by 
Ba1j2. The above two theorems indicate that Bali2 bears study as a 
space in its own right, and Part II of the paper initiates such a study. 
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Although M(X) and every 9”(p) are Dedekind complete, and 
Nakano proves his theorem for a Dedekind complete vector lattice, 
nevertheless all the theorems below hold for a (Dedekind) u-complete 
vector lattice, and we take this latter as a general setting for the paper. 
Moreover, Bali2 has properties which constitute a kind of partial 
u-completeness, and it is by examining the earlier proofs for the 
o-complete case that we are able to obtain proofs of the properties 
of Ball2 
The present paper stems from three papers: [l], [3], and [6]. 
Amemiya’s paper establishes an extensive body of properties of a 
complete vector lattice by purely vector lattice methods. Part I below 
is essentially carrying out his program for our title subject. While 
the content of Ando’s paper is not too closely related to ours, we are 
indebted to it for indicating that u-complete vector lattices (rather 
than complete ones) constituted the natural setting for our subject; 
for its singling out of “equi-Cauchyness”; and for its demonstration 
of the usefulness of Grothendieck’s application of the Phillips theorem 
[16]. We apply the theorem extensively throughout the paper. 
PART I 
a-Complete Vector Lattices 
1. Preliminaries. 
Throughout this paper, E will be an archimedean vector lattice. 
A set A will be called bounded if it is contained in some interval 
[a, b] = {c E E 1 a < c < b}. E will be called complete if the sup VA 
and the inf l\A of every bounded set A exist. A weaker property is 
that the sup and inf of every countable bounded set exist; in such 
case, E will be called u-complete. 
{a} will always denote a directed set, with the order relation written 
<. A net {a,} in E is ascending (resp descending) if for every pair of 
indices 01,8, CL < /3 implies a, < a, (resp a, 2 01~). The notation 
a, 7 a means that {ao} is ascending and a = Vrraor ; and similarly for 
a, 1 a. A net (an) will be said to converge to a if there exists a net (b,) 
such that b, 10 and 1 a, - a 1 < b, for all LY. We denote this con- 
vergence by a, --+ a. 
A subset A of E will be called cZosed if for every net {a,} in A, 
a,--+a implies aEA. Given any set A, the smallest closed set 
containing A will be called the closure of A, and denoted by A. 
An ideal I of E is a linear subspace with the property that a E I, 
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1 b 1 < 1 a 1 implies b E I. If I has a complementary ideal J, that is, 
E = I @ J, then I is called a band. In such case, the complementary 
ideal ] is uniquely determined. It follows that in the decomposition 
a = aI + aJ , the component a, of a is uniquely determined by I. 
Otherwise stated, if I is a band, then we have a canonical projection 
of E onto I. We will denote the image of any set A under this projection 
by A, : A, = (a, 1 a E A}. The canonical projection preserves sup 
and inf: c = VA implies c, = VA,, c = AA implies c, = AA,. 
In particular, (u v b), = a, v L+ and (a A b), = a, A b, , whence in 
turn, (a+)I = (al)+, (c~-)~ = (at)-, and 1 a jl = j a, j. 
Two elements (a, b) of E are called disjoint if I a i A / b j = 0. 
Given a set A in E we denote by A’ the set {b E E 1 1 b 1 A / a 1 = 0 
for all a E A}. It can be shown that A’ is a closed ideal. Moreover 
A” = (A’)’ is the closed ideal generated by A. If E = I @ J, then 
J = I’ (hence the uniqueness mentioned above). The converse is in 
general not true. Even if I is a closed ideal, I @ I’ need not be all of E. 
However, the converse is true for E complete. 
(1.1) (Riesz Theorem) If E is complete, every closed ideal I is a 
band: E = I @I’. 
The symbol 11 . )I will denote a sublinear function on E to the 
extended nonnegative reals [0, m]. If /I * II takes on only finite values, 
then it is, of course, a seminorm. If ) b / < 1 a j implies Ij b /I < 11 a [/, 
we will say Ij * 11 is compatible with the vector lattice structure of E. 
Note that in such case, II a (1 = jl I u 1 11 for all a E E. 
A subset A of E will be called solid if it has the property: a E A, 
/ b / < 1 a / implies b E A. The solid envelope of a set A is the smallest 
solid set containing A. If A consists of a single element, a, its solid 
envelope is the interval [- I a (, j a I]; for a general set, A, it is the 
set LA [- I a 1, I a II. 
Now consider a convex, balanced set A in E. Its Minkowski 
functional, which we denote by 11 * [IA , is a sublinear function of the 
type described above. (It is a seminorm if and only if A is absorbing.) 
If A is solid, I/ * llA is compatible with the vector lattice structure. 
Conversely, if a sublinear function II * jl on E is compatible with the 
vector lattice structure, then its unit ball {u E E I Ij a 11 < l> is solid. 
Given A C E, let B be its solid envelope. It can be shown that the 
convex envelope & of B is also solid. 2 is clearly the smallest set 
containing A which is convex and solid. We will call it the convex 
solid envelope of A. 
A (real) linear functional v on E will be called bounded if it is 
bounded on every bounded set of E. Under the definition q < #J if 
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(a, y) < (a, 4) for all a E E+ (the positive cone of E), the bounded 
linear functionals on E constitute a complete vector lattice. We will 
call it the bounded dual of E (an abuse of language) and, following 
Amemiya, denote it by Eb. 
In the present paper Eb will always be separating on E, so we have 
the canonical imbedding of E in E bb. The imbedding turns out to be 
a vector-lattice isomorphism of E with a linear sublattice of Ebb. 
We will identify E with this linear sublattice, and thus consider E as 
contained in Ebb. 
We will say a locally convex topology on E is compatible with the 
vector lattice structure, if it is given by a family of seminorms each 
compatible with the vector lattice structure. 
Given a subset A of Eb, we denote by w(E, A) the topology given 
by the family of seminorms a - I(a, q)l, v running through A. 
If F is the linear subspace generated by A, then w(E, A) = w(E, F). 
In general, w(E, A) is not compatible with the vector lattice structure 
of E. A, however, also defines a finer topology which is compatible with 
the vector lattice structure. This is the topology given by the family 
of seminorms a .- (I a I, 1 9) I), v running through A. We denote it 
by 1 w I(E, A). If I is the ideal in Eb generated by A, then 1 w  I(E, A) = 
1 w  I(E, I). An equivalent definition of this latter topology is that it is 
the one given by the polars in E of intervals of I. 
A similar discussion applies to w(Eb, A) and 1 w  I(Eb, A), where 
now A is a subset of E. 
If B is a solid set in E (resp Eb), then its polar B” in Eb (resp E) is 
also solid. As a particular case of this, if I is an ideal in E, then 11 in 
E’J is also an ideal. It is in fact a closed ideal, hence by the Riesz 
theorem, a band: Eb = IL @ (IL)‘. (IL) can be identified with an ideal in 
P, and we will do so. Thus the projection of Eb onto (IL)’ is a linear 
mapping of Ebinto Ib. We will need the easily verified fact that this map- 
ping is continuous with respect to the topologies w(Eb, E) and w(lb, I). 
2. Continuity and Equicontinuity 
(2.1). Given II * II on E, the following are equivalent: 
1. a, -+ 0 in E implies lim, 11 aor 11 = 0. 
2. aor + 0 in E implies lim, (suplblc,a,, jl b 11) = 0. 
3. aar 1 0 in E implies lim, (supOGbG1a,l 1) b 11) = 0. 
In such case, II . I/ is a seminorm. Moreover, if II * II is compatible with 
the vector lattice structure, then the above are equivalent to 
4. a, 1 0 in E implies inf, II aar )I = 0. 
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If 11 . jj has the above properties, it will be called continuous on E. 
Proof. Assume 1 holds but not 2. Then there exists a net {a,}, 
and X > 0, such that uor + 0 while suplalGla , 11 b I/ > h for all 01. 
For each a, choose 6, , / b, j < 1 a, /, for whkh // b, 11 > h. Then 
b, -+ 0, hence by 1, lim, 11 b, 11 = 0, contradicting I( b, 1) > X for all 01. 
2 of course implies 3. Assume 3 holds and suppose a, -+ 0. This says 
there exists a net {cM> such that c, J, 0 and -c, < uar < c, for all 0~. 
Adding c, we obtain 0 < a, + c, < 2c, for all cz. Since 2c, JO, 
3 gives us that lim, II a, + c, II = 0 (and of course, that lim, II c, I/ = 0). 
Applying II a, II d II a, + c, II + II c, II, we obtain lima II aar I = 0. 
Thus 1 holds. 
To show II * /I is a seminorm, consider a E E. (l/n) a + 0, hence by 
1, there exists n such that I]( l/n) a II < 1. Thus )I u II < n ( co. 
Finally, assume II . II is compatible with the vector lattice structure 
and that 4 holds. Suppose a, + 0. Then there exists a net {cJ such 
that c, JO and I a, I < c, for all 01. lim, 1) c, I( = inf, II c, 11 = 0, by 4; 
since II a, 11 < Ij c, I/, it follows lim, II a, I/ = 0. This completes the 
proof. 
The following is easily shown from the above equivalences. 
(2.2) A continuous sublinear function jl - I\ is bounded on intervals. 
A linear functional y on E will be called continuous if a, -+ a in E 
implies lim, (a, , VP> = (a, y). Equivalently, F is continuous if the 
seminorm 11 * Ilrcpj 0 on E is continuous. The set of continuous linear 
functionals on E is a closed ideal in Eb (hence by the Riesz theorem, 
a band there). We denote it, again following Amemiya, by EC, and 
we will call it the continuous dual of E (another abuse of language). 
We will need the following properties of EC. (They are not true of 
E”.) The first one is due to Luxemburg and Zaanen [14, Theorem 
31.51. 
(2.3) In EC every closed ideal is w(Ee, E)-closed. 
(2.4) If E is complete and EC is separating on E, then every interval 
of E is w(E, EC)-compact. 
A set A of linear functionals on E will be called equicontinuous on 
E if a, + a in E implies lim, (a, , q~) = (a, y> uniformly in 9) E A. 
Equivalently, A is equicontinuous on E if Ij . llAO is continuous on E. 
Corresponding to (2.2), we have 
(2.5) An equicontinuous set of Zinear functionuls on E is uniformly 
bounded on every intervaZ of E. 
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An equicontinuous set is of course contained in EC. An alternate 
statement of the above is 
(2.6) An equicontinuous set of linear functionaZs on E is 1 w  ((EC, E)- 
bounded. 
An element v of Eb is continuous on E if and only if 1 v 1 is con- 
tinuous on E. The analogue of this for equicontinuity is 
(2.7) A subset A of Eb is equicontiuuous on E if and oniy if its 
(convex) solid envelope is equicontinuous on E. 
Proof. We need only consider the solid envelope B of A, since 
equicontinuity is equivalent for a set and its convex envelope. Assume 
A is equicontinuous on E; we show /j = /jBO is continuous on E. Since B 
is solid, its polar B” is also solid, hence 11 l/a0 is compatible with the 
vector lattice structure of E. Hence by 4 of (2.1), it is enough to show 
that if arr JO in E, then for E > 0 there exists OL such that I(a, , #)I < E 
for all $ E B. Choose LX by 2 of (2.1) so that supl,l,l,~l I(b, pl)( < E 
for all q E A. Then by the standard formula for 1 q I, (a, , 1 v I) < E 
for all v E A. It follows from the definition of solid envelope that 
I(a, , #)I < E for all #E B. 
3. o-Complete Vector Lattices. 
In this section we will make use of (only) a corollary of Phillips’ 
theorem. We state it in (3.1). First some preliminary remarks. 
As usual, I” and P denote the (real) spaces of bounded sequences 
and absolutely summable sequences respectively, each with its 
standard norm and order. I” is the norm-dual of P, but P is only a 
proper subset of the norm-dual of I”. For (order) continuity, however, 
the situation is more satisfactory: each space is the other’s continuous 
dual. Specifically, I” = norm-dual of I1 = (Z1)b = (P)” while 
Zl = (I”)“. 
We also have: norm-dual of I” = (Z”)b, so we will use the notation 
(Z”)b for this common dual. By the last equality in the above paragraph, 
P is a band in (I”)“, hence each y E (Zm)b has a component yzl in P. 
(3.1) (Phillips) If a sequence {vk} in (Zm)b is w[(Z”)~, Zm] convergent 
to 0, then {(vJll} is norm-convergent to 0. 
The application of (3.1) to u complete vector lattices will be through 
(3.2) Let E be o-complete and {a,} a sequence of positive elements of 
E such that the set {Cy a, I n = 1, 2,...} is bounded. Then there exists 
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a positive linear mapping T: I” + E satisfying T& = a, (n = 1, 2,...), 
where &, is the element of 1” with the nth coordinate 1 and the remaining 
coordinates 0. 
Proof. Set T[, = a,(n = 1,2,...), and extend T by linearity to 
all finite linear combinations with positive coefficients of the &Is. 
Consider any u E I”,. u = (Xi, h, ,...) with X, 3 0 for all n and 
sup?& A% = X < co. Set b, = CT X,ai (n = 1, 2 ,... ). {b,} is bounded 
above: in effect, by hypothesis there exists a E E such that CT ai < a 
for all n; then clearly b, < Xa for all n. Applying the u-completeness 
of E, b, t b for some b E E; set Tu = b. This defines T on la+, and 
it is easily verified that T is additive and positively homogeneous. 
The extension to all of 1” is then immediate. 
If T: F -+ E is a positive linear mapping of one vector lattice into 
another (more generally, if it is a bounded linear mapping), then 
we have “T: Eb -+ Fb given by (b, tTy) = (Tb, y) for all cp E Eb, 
b E F, and it is continuous with respect to the topologies w(Eb, E) 
and w(Fb, F). 
We will also need the following theorem of Luxemburg and 
Zaanen [14, Theorem 3 1.15 and Lemma 27.161. As we have stated 
earlier, given an ideal I in a vector lattice E, (1-L)’ in Eb is a band 
there (since Eb is complete). For an ideal I in Eb, on the contrary, 
(IL)’ in E is in general not a band. However, 
(3.3) Suppose E is a-complete and the ideal I in Eb is generated 
by a countable set of elements. Then (I-L)’ in E is a band and is complete 
(not just o-complete). 
We proceed to the Nakano theorem [(3.7) below] and its con- 
sequences. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let E be u-complete. Then. for A C EC, the 
following are equivalent : 
1. A is equicontinuous on E. 
2. a, JO in E implies lim, 11 a, llAO = 0. 
3. Every bounded monotone net in E is 11 * Il,O-Cauchy. 
4. Every bounded monotone sequence in E is (1 * Il,O-Cauchy. 
Proof. 1 of course implies 2. Assume 2 holds, and suppose we have 
a bounded descending net {a,} in E which is not ]I * ]j,O-Cauchy. 
Then there exists E > 0 and 01~ < 01s < **. such that 
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for every n. Since E is u complete, aan 1 a for some a E E. Applying 2, 
there exists n such that for all m > n, 11 aan - a llAo < 42, hence 
II aa, - aam+l IlAo < E. We thus have a contradiction. 3 of course 
implies 4. The essential part of the argument that 4 implies 1 is 
contained in the 
LEMMA. If a, + 0 in E, but we do not have lim, I( a, (iA0 = 0, 
then there exists E > 0 and septmzces (b,) in E, (c& in A satisfying 
(i) b, > b, > a-- ; 
(ii) [(b, , q,)] > 2~ for all n; 
(iii) I@, , rp,)l < E for all m > n. 
To show the Lemma, we note first that we can assume a, 2 0 for 
all 01. In effect, we have both a,+ + 0 and a,- + 0, while we fail to 
have both lim, 1) aor+ IlAO = 0 and lim, II a,- IlAO = 0 (since II a, (iA0 < 
II aa+ IlAo + II aa- II,& t h us we need only replace the net {a,J by the 
appropriate one of {a,+}, {a,-}. T urning to the proof, the hypothesis 
of the Lemma states that, on the one hand, there exists a net (c~> in E 
such that c, J 0 and 0 < a, < c, for all LY, and on the other hand, 
there exists E > 0 such that for each (II there is a /3 > 01 for which 
11 as IlAO > 2~. Choose a1 arbitrarily, then choose /3i > (pi such that 
II aBl IlAo > 2~, then v1 E A such that [(as,, &I > 2~. Since c, JO, 
cm v aBl 1 a@, , hence from the continuity of pi , there exists 01~ > /3i 
such that /(c~, v a 
Of%, 
B, , cpr)i > 2~. Moreover, still from the continuity 
we can have 01~ also satisfy SUP,,~~~~~~ I(b, w)l < E. 
Proceeding inductively, we obtain cyi < pi < 01~ < /3a < **- and 
{yn} C A satisfying 
I<can+l v a,%, ~21 > 2~ (n = 1, 2,...) 
a<;:fa +1 I@9 %>I G E (n = 1, 2,...) 
. n 
Set b, = c~,+~ v a, (n = 1, 2,...). 
We now show 4” implies 1. Assume A is not equicontinuous on 
E, and let (b,) be the monotone sequence given by the Lemma. For 
every 71, 
Thus 4 fails to hold. 
Contained in the above proof is the 
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(3.5) COROLLARY. If E is a-complete, then a subset A of EC is 
equicontinuous on E if and only if every countable subset of A is equi- 
continuous on E. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. If E is u-complete, every w(E”, E)-convergent 
sequence in EC is equicontinuous on E. 
Proof. It is enough to consider a sequence (vk} which w(EC, E)- 
converges to 0. Denoting the set {qk> by A, we show that a, JO in E 
implies lim, /I a, llAO = 0. Suppose not; then there exists E > 0 such 
that for each n,, there is an n > no , and a k, satisfying I(a, , qk)l > 2~. 
Set 1 = n, and choose n1 , k, such that I(a,1 , yk,)j > 2~. Now yk, 
is continuous on E, hence lim, (a, , qua,) = 0. It follows we can 
choose na and K, so that I(a,* , yk,)l < E and I(a,% , Q,) j > 2~. 
Proceeding inductively, we obtain subsequences (a,%}, {vk,) such 
that I <anm , Q,)I > 26, I(a,m+l , mJ < E for all m, whence 
IKar& - %,+1 Y Vk, )I > E for all m. Now, for simplicity of notation, 
we will assume our original sequences have this property: 
I(a, - a,,, , ?,)I > E for all n. 
Applying (3.2), there exists a positive linear mapping T : I” -+ E 
such that T& = a, - a,,, , (n = 1, 2 ,... ). This gives ‘T : Eb -+ (Z”)b, 
continuous with respect to the topologies w(Eb, E) and w[(Qb, Z”]. 
It follows the sequence (“TV%} is w[(Z”)~, Zm]-convergent to 0, hence 
by (3.1), lim, \I( “TyJII 11 = 0. Thus for n large enough, j\(fT&F II < E, 
whence, a fortiori, I([, , “Trp,)l < E. But 
and we have a contradiction. 
(3.7) T HEOREM. If E is o-complete, then for A C EC, the following 
are equivalent : 
1. A is equicontinuous on E. 
2. A is relatively w(Ec, E)-compact in EC. 
Proof. Assume 1 holds. From (2.6), A is 1 w  l(Ec, E)-bounded, 
hence w(Ec, E)-bounded, hence its closure B in the algebraic dual 
E* of E is compact [E* always carries the topology w(E*, E)]. Thus 
to prove 2 we need only show that B C EC. This can be done by 
paralleling the standard proof that if a function f on a topological 
space Y is in the closure in RY, under the topology of simple con- 
vergence on Y, of an equicontinuous set of functions, then f is itself 
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continuous (simply replace neighborhood arguments by convergence 
arguments). 
Now assume 2 holds. We can take A to be already w(Ec, E)- 
compact. Suppose A is not equicontinuous on E. Then by 2 of (3.4), 
we can find E > 0 and sequences {a,} C E, {pm} C A such that a, JO 
while ](a, , v,)l > E for all n. Let I be the ideal in EC generated by 
the set (q& By (3.3), the ideal (IL) in E is a band and is complete. 
Let us set b, = (a,)(rl)t (n = 1,2,...), and replace the sequence 
{a,) by the sequence {b,}. Then we still have the above properties: 
b, 4 0 and I@,& , y,)/ > E for all n. 
Now let J be the ideal in E generated by b, , and consider (1”)’ in 
EC. The projection EC -+ (J”)’ is continuous with respect to the 
topologies w(Ec, E) and w(Jc, J), and therefore A(,I)* is w(Je, J)- 
compact. Let us set B = A(,*)* and #m = (p),J(,l)t (n = 1,2,...), 
and replace A, {vn) by B, {I,&}. We then have the following: J is a 
complete vector lattice generated by the interval E--b,, b,], J” is 
separating on J (since I is), B C _I” is w(Jc, J)-compact, and the 
sequences (b,) C J, &} C B satisfy: b, 4 0, I@, , +,)I > E for all n. 
Now from (2.4), the interval [0, b,] is w(J, Je)-compact. It follows 
from Grothendieck’s general formulation of Smulian’s theorem 
[7, Chap. V, Section 31 that some subsequence {#,J of (#,J converges 
pointwise on [O, bJ, hence on J, to some 9 E B. Applying (3.6), {IQ 
is equicontinuous on J. In particular, lim, 11 b n, isR,)o = 0. This ]I 
contradicts I(&, , #n,)I > E f or all j, and completes the proof. 
Combining the theorem with (2.7), we have 
(3.8) COROLLARY 1. Let E be o-complete. If A is relatively w(EC, E) 
compact in EC, then so is its convex solid envelope. 
A topology Y on a vector lattice E will be said to be coarser than 
convergence if for every net {a,} in E, a, -+ a implies a, converges 
to a in F. 
(3.9) COROLLARY 2. If E is o-complete, then the Mackey topology 
T(E, EC) is 
(a) compatible with the vector lattice structure; 
(b) COUYS~Y than convergence; 
(c) the finest locally convex topology on E tihich is coarser than 
convergence. 
Proof. Consider a neighborhood V of 0 in T(E, EC); we can 
assume V = A0 for some w(E”, &)-compact set in EC. Applying 
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Corollary 1, we can in fact assume A is solid. But then V is also 
solid, and we have (a). Theorem (3.7) says that if a set A is relatively 
w(Ec, E)-compact, then 11 * IIA ,, is continuous on E. This is precisely (b). 
Finally suppose Y is a locally convex topology on E which is coarser 
than convergence. Then the dual of E under Y is contained in EC. It 
follows F is coarser than T(E, EC). 
We make some remarks on topological equicontinuity. From the 
preceding, if E is u-complete, then a subset A of EC is relatively 
w(Ec, E)-compact if and only if it is T(E, EC)-equicontinuous. In 
this statement, T(E, EC) cannot be replaced by the coarser topology 
1 w  I(E, EC). Now the statement itself has a variant: a subset A of EC 
is relatively w(Ee, E)-compact if and only if it is T(E, EC)-equi- 
continuous on every interval of E (since convergent nets are always 
contained in intervals). In this latter statement, however, T(E, EC) 
can be replaced by 1 ru j(E, EC)-at least if E is complete and EC is 
separating on E. Specifically, it follows from a theorem of Amemiya 
and Mori [l, (B.5)] that for E complete, all Hausdorff topologies on E 
that are compatible with the vector lattice structure and coarser 
than convergence reduce to the same topology on each interval of E. 
We do not know if this holds for E u-complete. 
4. C(X) and Its Duals. 
A normed lattice E is a vector lattice endowed with a norm 1) . I/ 
compatible with the vector lattice structure. If E is norm-complete, 
it is called a Banach lattice. In such case the norm-dual of E is identical 
with the bounded dual Eb and is itself a Banach lattice. Thus for a 
Banach lattice E, we can simply talk about the “dual” of E without 
ambiguity. 
Given a Banach lattice E, if the norm satisfies 
II a v 6 II = ma4 a II, II b II) for all a, b > 0, 
then E is called an (M) space. If it satisfies 
II a + b II = II a II + II b II for all a, b > 0, 
then E is called an (L) space. The dual of an (M) space is an (L) space, 
and the dual of an (L) space is an (1M) space, although in general 
neither type of space is reflexive. However, if we consider continuity 
with respect to (order) convergence rather than norm convergence, 
then we do have reflexivity. Specifically, suppose E is an (L) space. 
Then its norm-dual, its bounded dual Eb, and its continuous dual EC 
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all coincide; let us simply denote it by EC. Moreover, the continuous 
dual Ecc of EC is precisely E (whereas the dual is in general larger). 
In short an (L) space and its dual are each other’s continuous dual. 
In integration theory 91 is an (L) space and PC0 is an (M) space, and 
they are related to each other in the above fashion. However we are 
interested in the larger context furnished by C(X) and its duals, and 
we now turn to these. 
As stated in the introduction, X is a fixed compact space, C, the 
Banach lattice of real continuous functions on X, and L and M its 
dual and bidual, respectively. C is an (M) space, L an (L) space, 
and M again an (M) space. From our above discussion, M = Lc and 
L = Me. 
Given p EL, we will denote by L, the closed ideal generated by p. 
By the Riesz theorem L, is a band in L: L = L, @ (LJ’. The elements 
of L, are the Radon measures absolutely continuous with respect to p, 
and the elements of (L,)’ are the ones singular with respect to CL. 
(LJ’l in M is of course the dual of L, ; we denote it by M,, . Thus 
M = Mu @ (L,J*. S ince L, can be identified with .JP(p), Mu can be 
identified with P’(p). L, and M, inherit many of the properties and 
mutual relations of L and M. In particular, M, = (LJc and L, = (M,Jc. 
For each v EL, we will denote the component vL of v in L, simply 
by vu ; and for each A CL, we will denote AL, simbly by A, . Corre- 
spondingly, given f E M and A C M, we will write fu and A,, for fMH 
and AMP respectively. 
The element of C which has value 1 on every x E X will be denoted 
by 1. It is a strong unit for C in the sense: for f E C, 11 f I] < 1 if and 
only if ) f 1 < 1. It is easy to show that 1 is also a strong unit for M 
(we recall that C is considered as imbedded in M). We remark that by 
Kakutani’s classic theorem [8], an (M) space with a strong unit is a 
C(Y) for some Y compact. Thus M is itself such a C(Y). In the 
remainder of the paper, the term (M) space will mean one with a 
strong unit 1. 
While the imbedding of C in M preserves sup and inf of finite sets, 
it need not preserve those of infinite sets. So before proceeding, 
we adopt some notation: When we are working with elements of M, 
the symbols V, A will always mean “in M”. Thus if E is a subspace 
of M (for example, C) and A C E, VA will mean the sup of A in M; 
in general it is distinct from VA-in-E. Corollary to this, convergence 
will also mean “in M”. Thus, for example, if { fa} is a net in C, the 
notation fa -+ 0 will mean in M. If we are in a band I of M, sup and 
inf-hence convergence-in I coincide with those in M, and thus in 
this case no distinction need be made. 
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5. Weak Compactness in L(X): First Stage. 
We now apply the results of section 3 to E = M and EC = L. 
But M is also the norm dual of L, and so in this case, m(L, M) [i.e., 
w(EC, E)] is precisely the weak topology of L in the ordinary sense. 
Thus the results of section 3 become here statements about weak 
compactness. We state them explicitly. (They could be stated for 
P’(p) and LP(p), but we prefer to treat these latter as the bands M,, 
and L, in M and L respectively.) 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Every weakly convergent sequence in L is 
equicontinuous on M. 
(5.2) THEOREM. For A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is equicontinuous on M. 
2. A is relatively weakly compact. 
(In particular, A is relatively weakly compact if and only if f, 10 
in M implies lim, 11 fn lIAO = 0.) 
(5.3) COROLLARY 1. If A is relatively weakly compact in L, then 
so is its convex solid envelope. 
(5.4) COROLLARY 2. The Mackey topology T(M, L) is 
(a) compatible with the vector lattice structure; 
(b) coarser than convergence; 
(c) the finest locally convex topology on M which is coarser than 
convergence. 
Consider p EL. As we know, the closed ideals L, (in L) and M, 
(in M) are related in the same fashion as L and M, and thus the above 
theorems hold with L, , MU replacing L, M respectively. Now the 
topology induced on L, by w(L, M) is precisely w(L, , MU). Moreover, 
L, is weakly closed in L. It follows that for A CL, “relative weak 
compactness” means the same thing whether we think of A as a 
subset of L or as a subset of L, . Note that the same holds for equi- 
continuity: A is equicontinuous on MU if and only if it is equicon- 
tinuous on M. 
In point of fact, the above situation (A contained in some L,) 
is the only one that arises: 
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(5.5) PROPOSITION. If A CL is relatively weakly compact, then 
ACL, for some MEL. 
Proof. We can assume A is solid (5.3). We show first that every 
set B of mutually disjoint nonzero elements of A is countable. Suppose 
B is uncountable. Then there is an infinite subset {v,J(n = 1,2,...) 
of B, and h > 0, such that I] v,, ]I > X for all n. For simplicity we can 
take the v,‘s all positive. As is easily verified, the set {17Vj (recall that 
1, is the component of 1 in MyI) is also mutually disjomt. It follows 
1, + 0 (as n + co). Applying Theorem (5.2), there exists n such 
that I&, , v)[ < )r for all v E A. In particular, (1, , v,) < h. But 
OV” 9 v,) = (1, v,) = 11 vn 11 > X, and we have a &ntradiction. 
Now let {vn}(n = 1, 2,...) b e a maximal set of mutually disjoint, 
positive, nonzero elements of A. Since (vn) is countable, there exists 
p EL, p > 0, such that {vJ CL, . It follows easily that A CL, . 
From our discussion at the end of section 3, we also have a 
characterization of weak compactness in L in terms of topological 
equicontinuity. Reversing our usual order, we state it first for M,, , 
L L1. 
Consider p EL, ~1 > 0. For simplicity (and only in the case p EL), 
we will denote the seminorm I] * Ilt-rr,r10 on M by ]I * I]@ . (We emphasize 
that I] * ]lU is a seminorm on M, not L). As is easily shown, I] f llrr = 
(If I, CL) for all f E M. We remark also that on M,, , II * 11,. is a norm. 
(5.6) T HEOREM. Given A CL, , the following are equivalent: 
1. A is II * II,-equicontinuous on the unit ball [- 1, , l,] of MU . 
2. A is I w  /(MU , LJ-equicontinuous on this unit ball. 
3. A is 7(M, , LJ-equicontinuous on this unit ball. 
4. A is relatively weakly compact. 
That 1, 2, and 3 are equivalent follows from the Amemiya-Mori 
theorem, which gives us that the above three topologies coincide 
on the unit ball. However, we do not need such a strong theorem. 
1 implies 2 and 2 implies 3, since each topology is coarser than the 
next. That 3 implies 4 follows from the discussion on T(E, EC) at the 
end of section 3. Finally, that 4 implies 1 follows from Theorem (5.2) 
and the standard lemma: if Iim, (I fn - f 11” = 0 in M,, , then there is 
a subsequence { fnJ such that fn, + f. 
(5.7) c OROLLARY. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. There exists p EL such that A is 11 * I(,,-equicontinuous on the 
unit ball [- 1, l] of M. 
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2. A is j w  I(M, L)-equicontinuous on this unit ball. 
3. A is T(M, L)-equicontinuous on this unit ball. 
4. A is relatively weakly compact. 
Proof. That each statement implies the succeeding one follows 
by the same arguments that were used for the Theorem. That 4 
implies 1 follows from (5.5) and the Theorem. 
6. a-Complete (M) Spaces. 
In this section, as in section 3, we consider a general case- 
specifically, that of a a-complete (M) space-and in the next section 
we apply the results to M and L. 
Let E be an (M) space. We denote by G(E), or simply Q!, the 
Boolean algebra of all components of 1, that is, all elements e satisfying 
e A (1 - e) = 0. We will give characterizations of w(Ec, E)-compact- 
ness in terms of equicontinuity on 6 (when E is u-complete). 
Consider the elements e and d = 1 - e, of G. As is easily verified, 
the ideals 1, J generated by e, d, respectively, are complementary 
bands (hence closed ideals): E = I @ J. Conversely, given a decom- 
position E = I @ J, the components 1, and 1, of 1 (in the ordinary 
vector space sense) are components of 1 in the sense defined above, 
and are strong units for I and J respectively. 
It is possible for @ to consist only of 1 and 0, as when E = C(X), X 
an interval of the real line. If E is u-complete, however, then 6 has 
“sufficiently many” elements in the sense that the linear subspace [@I 
generated by (% (the “step functions”) is norm-dense in E. 
This last is due to the fact that for a u-complete vector lattice, we 
have a weak form of the Riesz theorem. By a principal closed ideal 
we will mean the closed ideal generated by a single element. The 
weak Riesz theorem states: in a u-complete vector lattice, every 
principal closed ideal is a band. Specifically, let I be the closed ideal 
generated by a, and consider b > 0; then V,(b A n 1 a I) exists, 
belongs to I, and is precisely b1 . Applying this to a u-complete (M) 
space E, for every f e E we have a decomposition 1 = e + d, where 
e = V7dl A n If I) and d A 1 f 1 = 0. Using such decompositions, 
the proof that [(ZZ] is norm-dense in E is simply a parallel to the 
standard uniform approximation of a continuous function by step 
functions. 
We remark that E is order-closed in E: given A CC%, f = VA 
implies f E 6, and similarly for AA. 
Since from now on we will always be working in an (M) space 
or an (L) space, the symbol 11 * 11 will denote the given norm in the 
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space. A sublinear function other than this norm will always have a 
subscript. 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. Given an (M) space E (not necessarily 
u-complete), a sublinear function 11 * I/,, on E, and {e,> C Q, the following 
are equivalent : 
1. e, J 0 implies lim, 11 e, 11s = 0 
2. e, 10 implies lim, (supce~, eGe, II e Ilo) = 0 
The proof is the same as that used in the Lemma to Proposition 
(3.4) (but simpler, since we work only with sequences here), and 
we omit it. 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. Given a u-complete (M) space E and A C EC, 
let B be the solid envelope of A. If II * 11 AO in E has the properties of (6.1), 
then II * llBO does also. 
Proof. Suppose {e,} C (5, e, JO, and consider E > 0. By hypo- 
thesis there exists n such that I(e, y)I < l /2 for all e < e, in @ and 
~JE A. We show I(e, $)I < E f or all e < e, in (ZE and # E B. Consider 
e < e, and I/J E B. Suppose first that # = v+ for some v E A. By (3.3), 
if I is the closed ideal in EC generated by v+, then (11) in E is a band 
there; hence e(,l)’ exists. Then 
(since eul)’ E Q? and e0.L)’ < e < e,). The same argument holds for 
4 = q~-, F E A. If # = I v I, q E A, then 
+, I v I> = (e, P+> + <e, F> < E. 
Finally, if 4 is any element of B, I # I < 1 9 I for some v E A, hence 
I<6 #>I < (e, I# I> ,< <e, I F I> < E. 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. Given a a-complete (M) space E and A C EC, 
the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively w(EC, E)-compact. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) (e,} C 6, e, JO implies lim,, 11 e, ilAo = 0. 
Proof. That 1 implies 2 follows from (3.7) and (2.5). Assume 
2 holds. There is no loss of generality in supposing that A is contained 
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in the unit ball of EC and [from (6.2)] that it is solid. We show a, JO 
in E implies lim, 11 a, llAO = 0, which will establish 1 (3.4). Suppose 
this implication does not hold. Then there exists {a,} C E and E > 0 
such that a, 1 0 while 11 a,, IIRO > 2~ for all n, and we can even assume 
a, < 1. For each n, we can choose v, E A such that I (a, , cp,)l > 2~; 
moreover, since j yn I E A also, and (a,, / P)% 1) > I(a, , ?,)I, we 
can take vn > 0. 
For each n, let e, + d, = 1 be the decomposition of 1 defined 
by (an - Al)+, that is, e, is the component of 1 in the closed ideal 
generated by (a, - Al)+, [then d, A (a, - cl)+ = 01. Straight- 
forward computation gives us that e, JO, hence lim, I/ e, ljAO = 0. 
Now for each n, a, A d, < ~1, hence 
a, = a, A 1 = a, A e,, + a, A d, < e, + cl, 
hence finally (a, , d < (e, , F,,> + (4 v,,> < II e, LO + E (since 
(1, qua) = /I vn 11 < 1). Applying the result of the preceding sentence, 
we obtain that for n large enough, (a, , q+J ,< 2~. This contradicts 
the choice of the v~‘s. 
We can weaken condition 2 above slightly. 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. Given a u-complete (M) space E and A C EC, 
the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively w( EC, E)-compact. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) If {e,} is a set of mutually disjoint elements of E, then 
lim, 11 e, llAO = 0. 
Proof. If the e,‘s are mutually disjoint, then e, --+ 0, hence 
by (6.3), 1 implies 2. We complete the proof by showing that (b) 
above implies (b) of (6.3). Suppose {e,} C C%, e, J 0, but we do not 
have lim, II e, llAO = 0. From this last, there is an E > 0 such that for 
each n there exists m > n for which /I e, IlAO > 26, hence there exists 
also an element q~ of A such that I(e, , q)l > 2~. We proceed 
inductively. Choose mi and yi E A so that I(e,,, , &I > 2~. Since 
vi is continuous on E, there exists n, such that l(e, , vi)1 < E for all 
n > n, . Choose m2 > n, and v2 E A so that I(e,, , &I > 2~. 
Again, from the continuity of qua, there exists n, such that ~(e, , pz) < E 
for all n 3 n2 . Continuing, we obtain {emn} and {plk) satisfying 
Kern,, v’k)l > 2~ K = 1, 2,... (9 
Kern,+, , &I < E k = 1, 2,... (ii) 
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Set dk = em, - e,,+,(K = 1,2,...). Then the dG’s are mutuallv 
disjoint, hence by (b) above, lim, II d, II rO z 0. 
d 
_ _ ,, _ ,,_ A fortiori, 
lim,(d, , P),J = 0. But 
and we have a contradiction. 
We insert here an intrinsic characterization of w(EC, E)-com- 
pactness [for E a u-complete (M) space]. It is most simply stated 
for a solid set. 
(6.5) PROPOSITION. Given a a-complete (M) space E, and a solid 
set A in EC, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively w(Ec, E)-compact. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) every set of mutually disjoint nonzero elements of A is countable, 
and the norms form a sequence converging to 0. 
Proof. Assume 1 holds, and suppose A contains an uncountable 
set of mutually disjoint nonzero elements. Since A is solid, we can 
take them all positive. The set in turn contains an infinite subset 
+?%J(n = 1, Z...) such that for some h > 0, 11 q,, 11 3 A for all n. 
Denoting by I, the ideal generated by vn , we have from (3.3) that 
(In-L)’ in E is a band there; let e, be the component of 1 in (&J-)‘. 
Since cpn A q3’m = 0 for n # m, we have e, A e, = 0 for n # m 
[14, (31.2)]. Applying (6.4), lim, 11 e, IlAo = 0. In particular, 
lim, <en , R,> = 0. But for every n, <e, , YJ,,> = 0, v,,> = II vn II 2 A, 
and we have a contradiction. 
Now assume 2; we show 2 of (6.4) holds. Suppose not. Then there 
exists E > 0, (e,} mutually disjoint elements of (5, and {vn} C A, 
vn > 0 for all n, such that (e, , q~,) > l for all n. For each n, let J, 
be the ideal in E generated by e, . ( Jnl)’ in EC is a band; set 
A& = hhJ,9’ - Then #n > 0, #,, E A (since A is solid), and 
<em , $2 = (e, ,9~,> > E. Moreover the &,‘s are disjoint, since the 
e,‘s are, hence by 2 above, lim, 11 I,& 11 = 0. But 114% II = (1, I,!J~) = 
(e, , #I~) > E for all n, and we again have a contradiction. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to one of the most striking 
properties of a o-complete (M> space [(6.9) and (6.10) below]. It 
comes essentially from Ando [3], and is a preparation for the more 
difficult Dieudonnt and Grothendieck theorems at the end of the 
paper. We will need the Phillips theorem in its full strength: 
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(6.6) (Phillips). If the sequence (& in (E”)b is w[(Em)*, @(la)]- 
conoergent to 0, then ((9)k)Il} is norm-conoergent to 0. 
An easy corollary of this is 
(6.7) If A C (Zm)b is w[(Z”)~, @(Z”)]-bounded, then AlI is norm- 
bounded. 
We will also need 
(6.8) Let E be a a-complete (M) space. If tp A t,b =: 0 in Eb, then 
for each E > 0 there is a decomposition e + d = 1 such that 
<e, $> + (4 q> < E. 
The proof is simple, and we omit it. 
(6.9) PROPOSITION. Let E be a o-complete (M) space. Then if 
A C Eb is w(Eb, (E)-bounded, it is norm-bounded. 
Proof. Suppose A is not norm-bounded. This is equivalent to 
SUP (1, I9J I> = 00. 
F-4 
6) 
LEMMA. There exist {yn> C A and (e,} C (F satisfying 
e, h e, = 0 nfm (1) 
I+, , a,>1 > n n = 1, 2,... . (2) 
We first obtain v r , e, to satisfy (2) and the additional condition: 
sup,,” (dl , 1 ‘p I> = co, where dl = 1 - e, . Since for every y E Eb, 
0, v+> and (1, q-> are both > (1/2)((1, 1 v I) - 1(1, cp)l), it follows 
from (i) and the hypothesis of the theorem that there exists or E A 
such that (1, ‘pr+) > 2, (1, v,-) > 2. By (6.8), there is a decom- 
position e + d = 1 such that (e, vr+) + (d, w-) < 1. Now, again 
from (i), SUP,,~ (e, 1 ~JI 1) = co or SUP,,~ (d, ( y I) = co. Denote by 
dl whichever one of e and d satisfies this, and by e, the remaining one 
of e and d. (2) holds for e, . We show this for the case where e, = d; if 
e, = e, simply interchange vr+ and cpr-. 
ICeI , &I = I(6 , R+) - (6 , n->I 2 63 3 93+) - <el , R-) 
= (1, n+) - (4 , n+) - (el ,933 > 2 - 1 = 1. 
We now repeat the above process, with 1 replaced by dl and ~~ 
selected so that (dl , vs+) > 3, (4, v2-) > 3. We obtain q~s , e2 to 
satisfy (1) and (2) and the additional condition: SUP,,~ (dz , 1 9) I) = co, 
where d, = 1 - e2 . Continuing inductively gives us the Lemma. 
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We proceed to prove the Proposition. Since the e,‘s are disjoint, 
Cnlei = Vn,e, < 1 for all n, hence the conditions of (3.2) are satisfied. 
Thus there exists a positive linear mapping T : I” -+ E such that 
T[, = e,(n = 1, 2,...). W e remark that since for any subsequence 
h>, Ci eni = Vi eni E Qt T carries (E(Z”) into (E. Now we have 
tT : Eb + (Z”)b; set #n = tTp17,, . It follows easily from the remark 
just made that ($3 is w[(Z”)“, @(I”)]-bounded; hence by (6.7), {(&Jrl} 
is norm-bounded. This says that supn CE=, I([, , &)I < co. Since 
t&, , h6,> = <S, , tT~d = (T5, , v,,> = <em , vn>, we have 
But cf=, I(e,, ~,)l > I(e,, rp,)l > n, by the Lemma. We thus 
have a contradiction. 
Remark. By taking E = I” in the above Proposition, we have a 
strengthening of (6.7): if A C (Z”)b is w[(Z”)~, Q!(Z”)J-bounded, then it 
is norm-bounded. 
(6.10) PROPOSITION. If E is a a-complete (M) space, then for 
A C EC, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is reZativeZy w(EC, E)-compact. 
2. A is relatively w(EC, @)-compact. 
Proof. Suppose A is relatively w(EC, (F)-compact in EC, and let B 
be its w(Ec, (E)-closure. Then B is w(EC, a)-compact, hence w(EC, a)- 
bounded, hence by (6.9), norm-bounded. Since the linear subspace 
generated by 6 is norm-dense in E, the Grothendieck theorem on 
completeness gives us that w(Eb, a) coincides with w(Eb, E) on the 
norm-bounded sets of Eb. In particular, they coincide on B, and we are 
through. 
7. Weak Compactness in L(X): Second Stage. 
Again the results in section 6 on w(EC, E)-compactness become, in 
L, statements about weak compactness. And again we state the latter 
explicitly. 
(7.1) THEOREM. A subset A of L is relatively weakly compact if 
and only if it is norm-bounded and satisjGs the condition: 
(e,} C B(M), e, 4 0 implies him 11 e, IlAO = 0. 
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(7.2) THEOREM. A subset A of L is relatively weakly compact if 
and only if it is norm-bounded and satisfies the condition: 
If {e,} is a set of mutually disjoint elements of e(M), then 
lim, 11 elL llAO = 0. 
(7.3) THEOREM. A solid subset A of L is relatively weakly compact 
if and only if (a) it is norm-bounded and (b) every set of mutually disjoint 
nonxero elements of A is countable, with norms forming a sequence 
which converges to 0. 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. If A CL is w[L, E(M)]-bounded, then it is 
norm-bounded. 
(7.5) THEOREM. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively weakly compact. 
2. A is relatively w[L, 6(M)] compact. 
In each of the above we obtain the corresponding theorem for L, 
and M, [that is, F(p) and LYm(p)], p any element of L, by simply 
replacing L and M by L, and M, respectively. Note that @(MU) = 
[@(M)L = E(M) n MU . 
We can now derive the Dunford-Pettis theorem. We recall that 
for ~.LEL, t..~ > 0, 11 *II,, is the seminorm f -+ (1 f 1, p) on M, and 
is a norm on M, . 
(7.6) (Dunford-Pettis Theorem) Given t.~ EL, p > 0, and A CL, , 
the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively weakly compact. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) given E > 0 there exists S > 0 such that for e E e(MJ, 
/I e /lU < S implies // e /iA0 < E. 
Proof. That 1 implies 2 follows from Theorem (5.6). Now assume 
that 2 holds; we show A satisfies the condition of Theorem (7.1) 
(with L and M replaced by L, and M,J. Suppose {e,} C @(MU), e, 1 0. 
Since p is continuous on M,, , lim, 11 e, II,, = 0. But then, from (b) 
above, lim, 11 e, jlAO = 0, and we are through. 
Remark. v EL is called absolutely continuous with respect to p if 
for each E > 0 there exists S > 0 such that for e E (F(M), 11 e lllr < S 
implies j(e, v)j < +-otherwise stated, if v is II * l/,-continuous at 
0 on a(M). (As is easily shown, such is the case if and only if v EL, .) 
930/s/2-8 
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Condition (b) above is a generalization of this, and thus can be stated 
in the following two alternate forms. 
(b’) A is equi-absolutely-continuous with respect to p, or 
(b”) A is 11 . I[,-equicontinuous at 0 on @(MU). 
(We could replace E(M) by (%(A$) here because we were given 
A CL, .) 
(7.7) COROLLARY. Given A CL, , the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively weakly compact. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) A is I w  j(M,, , LJ-equicontinuous at 0 on C5(M,). 
3. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) A is T(M,, , LJ-equicontinuous at 0 on @(MU). 
By the Amemiya-Mori theorem quoted at the end of section 3, 
T(Mu , L), I w Iv& 9 L), and the topology defined by the norm 11 * II,, 
all coincide on the unit ball of MU, hence on @(MU). Thus the 
corollary is an immediate consequence of the Dunford-Pettis theorem. 
It can also be proved directly, as (5.6) was. 
More generally: 
(7.8) THEOREM. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively weakly compact. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) A is ) w  I(M, L)-equicontinuous at 0 on a(M). 
3. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) A is T(M, L)-equicontinuous ut 0 on @Z(M). 
The proof is essentially the same as for the Dunford-Pettis theorem, 
except that the continuity of t.~ on MU is replaced by the fact that 
T(M, L) is coarser than convergence. 
PART11 
Baffa 
8. More on C(X) and Its Duals. 
We denote by U the set of elements of M which are limits of 
convergent nets of C: f~ U if there exists a net {f.) in C such that 
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fa -+ f. U is a proper linear sublattice of M. It is not closed, containing 
nets which converge to elements of M outside itself. However, it is 
u-closed: for every sequence ( fn} in U, f, + f implies f E U. 
For U, convergence and w(M, L)-convergence of sequences are 
equivalent: 
(8.1) Giwen a sequence ( fn} in U and f E M, the following are equiv- 
alent: 
2. (f,J converges to f in 1 w /(M, L). 
3. ( fn} conwerges to f in w(M, L). 
4. (a) (f,} is bounded, 
(b) f 6 U, and 
(c) { fJ colaererges to f in w(M, X) (d-e., lim, fn(x) = f(x) for all 
XEX). 
5. (a) f E U, and 
(b) f,-+f in U. 
A corollary of (8.1) and the a-closedness of U is that U is sequentially 
w(M, L)-closed in M (a fortiori, it is norm-closed). 
The notation U (for “universally integrable”) comes from the 
fact that the restriction of each f E U to X gives an isomorphism of U 
with the space of functions which are integrable with respect to every 
Radon measure [Grothendieck’s space Z”(X) in [6]; in some sense, 
U is the largest subspace of M whose elements can be related to 
functions on XJ 
We denote by Ba the a-closure of C in M, that is the smallest 
u-closed set containing C. Since U is u-closed, C C Ba C U. [By (8.1), 
Ba is also the w(M, L)-sequential-closure of C in M.] Ba can be 
decomposed into the Baire classes in the usual fashion: Bal consists of 
those elements of M which are limits of convergent sequences of C, 
Baa consists of those which are limits of convergent sequences of Bal, 
and so forth through the countable ordinals. 
Consider Mu , p EL. The projection C, of C in Mu is in general a 
proper subset of M, . However, it is dense in M, in the strongest 
possible sense: for each f E M,, there exists {f,) C C,, such that 
f, --+ f. It is easy to show from this that BaB projects onto M,, : 
(Ba2), = Mu . [Th is is of course, simply the well known fact that 
every element of Z”(p) has for representative a function of Baire 
class 2.1 
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It is not hard to show from this last that in the characterizations 
of weak compactness in L obtained so far, M (or M,) can be replaced 
by Ba2. Since we will soon give much stronger results, we content 
ourselves with simply stating two typical theorems. 
(8.2) T HEOREM. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively weakly compact. 
2. { fJ C Ba2, f, 10 in M implies lim, /I fn IlAo = 0. 
(8.3) THEOREM. A CL is reZutiveZy weakly compact if and only 
if it is relatively w(L, Ba2)-compact. 
9. Ba112. 
As is shown by the unit ball in L, the w(L, C)-compactness of a set 
in L does not imply its weak compactness. This raises the problem: 
to find as small a subspace E of M as one can which contains C, and 
has the property (1) w(L, E) -compactness of a set in L implies its 
weak compactness, or more generally, (2) weak compactness in L 
can be characterized entirely in terms of E (for example, in terms 
of some kind of equicontinuity on E). 
As we have just pointed out, Ba2, a very small subspace of M, has 
the desired properties. In fact Bal has the desired properties. We turn 
now to an even smaller space, which, as we have said, we will denote 
by Ba1J2. The essence of the Grothendieck and Dieudonne theorems 
is that Ball2 has the desired properties [actually they show it for an 
even smaller space, the one generated by @(B~z’/~), but this latter 
does not contain C]. 
An element f of M will be called an E.s.c. element if it is the sup of a 
subset of C. It will be called a (T I.s.c. element if it is the sup of a 
countable subset of C. A U.S.C. element and (T U.S.C. element are defined 
similarly with “sup” replaced by “inf”. To avoid repetitiousness 
below, we note here that for every statement made about 1.s.c. (resp 
u.s.c.) elements, a corresponding statement holds for U.S.C. (resp 
1.s.c.) elements, and of course the same goes for u 1.s.c. and (T U.S.C. 
elements. 
Our space Ball2 is the linear subspace generated by the set of 
u 1.s.c. elements (equivalently, by the set of 0 U.S.C. elements). It is, 
as the notation indicates, a proper subset of Bal. Each element of Ball2 
can be written as the difference of two u 1.s.c. elements or two u U.S.C. 
elements. From this it is easy to show that Bali2 is in fact a linear 
sublattice of M. Moreover, it contains C, hence in particular 1. In 
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general it is not norm-complete, and thus is not an (M) space.l 
A fortiori, it is not u-complete; however, we shall see that the proofs 
in Part I can to a large extent be modified to carry over to Ba112. 
Remark. It can be shown that every 1.9.~. (resp u.s.c.) in Ba is 
o 1.9.~. (resp u u.s.c.) [l 1, (12.2)]. Thus Bal/* could also be defined as 
the linear subspace generated by the 1.9.~. (resp u.s.c.) elements in Ba. 
Most of Part II will be a development of the equivalence of various 
forms of equi-a-continuity on Ball2 with each other and with 
ru(L, Ba1/2)-compactness. Only at the end will we establish the 
equivalence of these with weak compactness in L (and equicontinuity 
on M). 
We will adhere to our policy of using the unmodified symbols 
V, A to denote sup and inf in M; and similarly for fe t f, fm 1 f, and 
fa -+ f. Otherwise we will adjoin “in Bu~/~“. 
Since Bali2 C Ba’ we have , 
(9.1) PROPOSITION. Given f E Ball2 there exists a sequence (1%) of 
0 1.s.c. elements, and one (uJ of u U.S.C. elements, such that 1, 1 f and 
%l Tf- 
(9.2) C OROLLARY. Given ( fn} C Ball”, the following are equivalent: 
1. f, --t 0 in Ba1i2. 
2. There is a sequence of u 1.s.c. elements {In} such that 1, 1 0 and 
1 fn 1 < 1, for all 71. 
Proof. 2 of course implies 1. Assume 1 holds. Then there exists 
a sequence { gn} in Ba1/2 such that g, 5.0 and / f, 1 < g, for all 1~. 
By the Proposition, for each 71 there is a sequence of u 1.9.~. elements 
Kd such that L, 1 g, ( as m + co). Set Z, = AyC1 Zjn (n = 1, 2 ,... ). 
It is easily verified that {In} has the desired properties. 
There are some important cases where no distinction need be 
made between sup and inf in M and those in BafJ2. Such is the 
situation, for example, with finite sets in Ba112. Since Ball2 is a sub- 
lattice, the sup and inf of each finite subset of Bali2 lies in Ba112. 
Another obvious case is that of a bounded countable set of CT 1.9.~. 
elements {In}. V,Z, is again a u 1.9.~. element, hence lies in Ba1i2. 
Similarly, given a bounded countable set of u U.S.C. elements (u,J, A%u, 
is also u u.s.c., hence lies in Ba1/2. On the other hand, /\,I, and Vnu, 
1 A deep study of the norm-closure of Ball* for X the unit interval 0 < x < 1, 
has been made by F. D. Ryan [13J. 
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are in general not in Ba1J2, and more generally, given {f,) in Ba112, 
neither V, fn nor A, fn need lie in Balls. 
It might also be expected that f = V, fn in Ba1J2 need not imply 
f = V, f. Surprisingly, it does imply it. 
(9.3) PROPOSITION. Given a countable subset {f,} of Ball2 and 
f E Ba112, the following are equivalent: 
1. f = Vnfm. 
2. f = V, f, in Ba112. 
Proof. 1 of course implies 2 (given the hypotheses). Assume 
2, and let g = V, f,,, . Then g < f; we show ( g, p) = ( f, p) for 
all p EL, , hence g = f. Consider TV EL, and E > 0. By the argument 
used in [9, (6.1011, th ere exists a u I.s.c. element I such that I > f, 
for all n and (I, p) - (g, p) < E. 1 is in Balla, hence I 3 f. But then 
(f, CL) - (g, CL) < E. Since E is arbitrary, (f, p) = (g, p). 
A convenient formulation of this property is 
(9.4) COROLLARY 1. Given { fn} C Ba112, the following are equiv- 
alent : 
1. f, 10. 
2. fn JO in Ba1j2. 
(9.5) COROLLARY 2. If fn + 0 in Balla, then f, + 0. 
In general, the converse of this last is not true. 
Bali2 is separating on L, since it contains C. It follows by the 
argument of [lo, (2.4)] that L can be considered imbedded as a linear 
sublattice in (Balla)*, and we will do so. We can describe its role 
there precisely, but first we need a definition. 
A linear functional q~ on a vector lattice E will be called o-continuous 
if a, --t a in E implies lim, (a, , ‘p> = <a, v>. The set of u-continuous 
linear functionals on E is again a closed ideal in Eb. We will denote it 
by Euc. Clearly EC C EOC. 
(9.6) THEOREM. L = (Ba112pc. 
Proof. Consider ~1 EL, and suppose fn -+ 0 in Ba112. Then by 
Corollary 2 above, f, + 0. Since t.~ is continuous on M, it follows 
lim, ( fn , p) = 0. Thus p is u-continuous on Ba112. Conversely, 
consider v E (Ba112)ac. F, being a bounded linear functional on Balf2, 
is a fortiori one on C, hence coincides on C with some p EL. We 
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show (f, v) = (f, p) for all f E Ba112, whence y = p. Since the 
u 1.s.c. elements generate Ba 1 2, / it is enough to show that (a, ‘p> = 
(1, p) for every u 1.s.c. element 1. Given I, there exists a sequence 
{f,} in C such that fn 7 1. Then 
10. Equi-a-continuity on Ba112. 
For u-convergence we can strengthen (2.1). 
(10.1) Given 11 * 11 on a vector lattice E, the following are equivazent: 
1. a, -+ 0 in E implies lim, 11 an 11 = 0. 
2. a, -+ 0 in E implies lim, (~up,~,~,~,, (( b 11) = 0. 
3. a, 1 0 in E implies lim, II a, 1) = 0. 
In such case (1 . 11 is a seminorm. 
If 11 * 11 has the above properties, we will call it u-continuous olt E. 
The only new implication here is that 3 implies 1 without the 
assumption of compatibility. The proof is essentially the argument 
used for the Lemma of (3.4), and we omit it. 
Given a vector lattice E, a set A of linear functionals on E will be 
called equi-u-continuous on E if a, -+ a in E implies lim, (a, , ‘p) = 
{a, y> uniformly in v E A. Equivalently, A is equi-u-continuous on E 
if 11 * llAO is u-continuous on E. 
By the same argument as was used for (2.7) we have 
(10.2) A C Eb is equi-u-continuous on E ;f and only ;f its (convex) 
solid envelope is equi-o-continuous on E. 
We turn to equi-u-continuity on Ba112. 
(10.3) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, the foZZowing are equivalent: 
1. A is equi-u-continuous on Ba112. 
2. For every sequence (In} of u Z.S.C. elements. 
1, JO implies li,m II Z, IlAo = 0. 
Proof. We need only show 2 implies 1, and it is enough, by (lO.l), 
to show that { fn} C Ba1/2, f, JO implies lim, II fn llAO = 0. Suppose 
not; then there exists {f,} C Ba1/2 and 6 > 0 such that fn JO while 
II f, IlAO > S for all n. For each n, choose pn E A such that j(fn , &I > 6. 
Applying (9.1) and the continuity of the pn’s on M, for each n, we can 
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find a a 1.s.c. element 1, > fn such that, for every f E M satisfying 
fn <f < I,, we have I( f, p,)[ > 6. Set 1,’ = An1 lj (n = 1,2 ,... ). 
Then I,’ JO while j(Z,‘, p,)I > 6 for all n. This contradicts 2. 
(10.4) below plays the role here that was played by the all-important 
Proposition (3.4) in Part I. 
(10.4) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is equi-a-continuous on Ba1i2. 
2. Every bounded monotone sequence in Bali2 is 11 . (I,O-Cauchy. 
Proof. Assume A is equi-a-continuous, and by (10.2), we can 
take A to be solid. Suppose 2 does not hold. Then we can find a 
sequence {f,) in Ba1/2, and E > 0, such that 
(i> 0 <fo Gfl d --- < 1; 
(ii) llfn -f* 1 IlAO > 2 for n = 1,2,... . 
We first replace { fJ by a sequence of 0 U.S.C. elements {Us} which 
also satisfies (i) and (ii). In effect, for each n >, 1 there is an ascending 
sequence of positive u U.S.C. elements which converges to fn - fnT1 . 
Since A is equi-a-continuous, it follows there is a u U.S.C. element v, 
such that 0 < vn < fn - fnml and 11 V~ llAO > 2~. Setting u,, = 0 
and u, = Cltl v1 (n = 1,2,...), we have the desired sequence {uJ. 
We now replace {uJ by a sequence { gn} in C which also satisfies 
(i) and (ii) except that 2; is replaced by E. We proceed inductively. 
There is a descending sequence in C, all < 1, which converges to u1 . 
Since A is equi-a-continuous, it follows there is an element g, of C 
such that ui < g, < 1 and 11 g, - u1 llAO < c/2. Similarly there 
exists g, E C such that u2 v g, < g, < 1 and 11 g, - u2 v g, jlAO < •/2~. 
Continumg thus, at the nth stage we find g, E C such that u, v g,-, < 
g, < 1 and 11 g, - u, v g,-, llAO < c/2”, and so forth. Then 
(iii) II& - %I lIAO Q E (n = 1, 2,...). 
We show by induction that II g, - u, IlAO < E - e/2”, which will 
establish (iii). The inequality holds for 1, by definition of g, . Assume 
it has been shown for n - 1. Then 
0 <gn - %a = kn - %a V&-l) + (%I v gn-1 - 4 
= (&I - % v &z-l) + k-1 - un>+ 
G (&a - *n v &a-l) + (&Z-l - %-11, 
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hence 
II g, - u, IlAO d II g, - u, v g,-1 IlAo + II gn-l - %-I ilAO 
< (42”) + (e - e/2+1> = E - 42”. 
From (iii) and (ii) (with U, , u,-~ replacing fm , fael in the latter) it 
follows easily that IIg, - g,-, jlAO > E (rz = 1, 2,...). Thus { gn} 
satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Set 1 = V,g, and 1, = Z-g, (n = 1, 2,...). Then {I%} is a 
sequence of u 1.s.c. elements and Z, JO. Applying the equi-o-continuity 
of A, we have lim,, 11 1, llAO = 0, hence a fortiori {In} is /I * /l,O-Cauchy. 
But for every n, 11 ZmP1 - Z, IlAo = (I g, - g,-, IIAO , and we have a 
contradiction. 
Now assume, conversely, that every bounded monotone sequence 
in IV/2 is 11 * Il,0-C auchy. We show that f, JO in Ball2 implies 
14 llfn IlAo = 0, which will establish 1. Suppose there exists 
{ fn} C Ball2 such that fn JO b u we do not have lim, /If, lIRo = 0. t 
Then there is an E > 0 such that for each n there is an m > n for 
which /If, llAO > 2~; h ence there is a t.~ E A for which I( fm , p)i > 2~. 
Choose m, 2 1 and p1 E A so that I( fnL, , &I > 2~. Since p1 is 
u-continuous, there exists n, > m, such that I( f, , Z..Q < E for all 
n > n1 . Choose m2 3 n, and tc2 E A so that I( fm, , &j > 26, then 
n2 > m2 so that I( fn , p2)l < E for all n > n2 . Continuing in this 
fashion, we obtain a subsequence {f,,} of { fn}, and a subset {pk} of A, 
satisfying 
(3 Ian, > Pk)I > 26 I? = 1, 2,...; 
(4 IUm,,, 9 PR)I d E k = 1, 2,... . 
Now by hypothesis ( fmkJ is /I * IlAO-Cauchy, hence we eventually have 
/I fm, - .f,,+, ljAO < E, hence in particular, 
This contradicts (iv) and (v), and completes the proof. 
We now give Grothendieck’s condition, involving convergence 
of sequences of C. Note however that the convergence is required 
to take place in &I, not C. (Remark: For (fn} C C, fn --+ 0 is equiv- 
alent to f, -+ 0 in Ba1/2.) 
(10.5) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is equi-a-continuous on Ballz. 
2. For every sequence (f,} in C, f, -+ 0 implies lim, /If, IlAo = 0. 
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Remark. Grothendieck’s condition [6, Theo&me 21 is stated 
in terms of weak convergence, while 2 above is stated in terms of 
(order) convergence. That these are equivalent follows from (8.1). 
Proof. That 1 implies 2 follows from the Remark immediately 
preceding the Proposition. Assume 2 holds; we show that 2 of (10.3) 
is satisfied. Suppose there is a sequence {In} of u 1.~. elements such 
that Z, JO but 11 Z, IlAO > E for all n and some E > 0. For each 71, 
choose p-Ln E A so that I(& , p,J[ > E. Now for each n, there is an 
ascending sequence of elements of C converging to Z, ; since pn is 
continuous, it follows we can find f, E C, 0 < f, < 1, , such that 
Kfn 9 1-4 > E. But fn -+ 0, hence lim, 1) f, llAO = 0, and we have a 
contradiction. 
11. Equi-o-Continuity on @(Ba1/2). 
As with Ba112, a central role in @(Ba112) is played by its u 1.s.c. 
(and u u.s.c.) elements. 
(11.1) For each e E C?(Ba1j2), there exists a sequence {Z,} of u Z.S.C. 
components of 1 such that 1, 1 e. 
Proof. Let {In’} b e a sequence of u 1.s.c. elements such that 
I,’ .l e. For each n, let 1, be the component of 1 in the closed ideal 
of M generated by [Zn’ - (l/2) l]+. It is then easy to verify that {In} 
is the desired sequence of u 1.s.c. components of 1. 
Given f E M there is a smallest U.S.C. element >f and a largest 1.s.c. 
element <f. These are denoted by u(f) and Z(f) respectively [ 111. 
(They play the role in M that the closure and interior, respectively, 
of a set play in topology.) If f is a component of 1, then u(f) and Z(f) 
are also components of 1. 
(11.2) Let u be a U.S.C. component of 1, and Z an Z.S.C. component 
of 1, with u < 1. Then there exist a u Z.S.C. component I’ of 1 and a 
u U.S.C. component zi of 1 such that 
24 Q Z(u’) < u’ < 1. 
Proof. Choose f E C such that u 9 f < Z [15, page 721, and let I’ 
be the component of 1 in the closed ideal in M generated by 
[f - (l/2)1]+. Then 1’ has the desired properties. To obtain u’, start 
with 1 - Z < 1 - u and define a u I.s.c. element 1” in the same way 
that Z’ was just defined; 1 - 1” is then the desired u’. 
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(11.3) COROLLARY. Under the above hypotheses on u and 1, there 
exist a a E.s.c. component I’ of 1 and a a U.S.C. component u’ of 1 such 
that u < I’ < u’ < 1. 
(11.4) The linear subspace F generated by the a 1.s.c. components of 1 
is norm-dense in Balla. 
To prove this it is enough to show that for each a 1.s.c. element 1, 
and E > 0, there exists f E F such that Ill- f 11 < E. The proof 
consists in paralleling with vector lattice tools the standard construc- 
tion of a “step function” within E of 1, and we omit it. For the next 
proposition we note, however, that the approximating f E F has the 
form CT&et where the e,‘s are mutually disjoint with C:ei = 1 and 
each e, is the difference of two a 1.s.c. components of 1 [thus 
{el ,..., 4 C (-WI. 
(11.5) F again denoting the linear subspace generated by the a 1.s.c. 
components of 1, e(F) = @(Ba112). 
Proof. Consider e ~@(Ball~). By (11.4), there exists f = x&e, , 
the e,‘s disjoint elements of E(F), such that 11 e -f/ < l/3. For 
each i, e, < e or ei A e = 0. In effect, suppose this is not so for 
some tO, that is, eiO A e # 0 and eiO A (1 - e) # 0. We show 
Xi, 3 213 and Ai0 f l/3, giving a contradiction. f >, e - (l/3)1, 
hence f 3 [e - (l/3)1]+ = e - e A (l/3)1 = (2/3)e. It follows 
eio A f > ei, A (2/3)e = (2/3)(eio A e). %nCC the ei'S are mutually 
disjoint, the left side of this last inequality is xi,ei, ; we thus have 
hoei, > (2/3)(ei0 A e), which gives ASo > 213. For the second desired 
inequality, we note first that 11(1 - e) - (1 -f)l/ = /I e - f II < l/3. 
Writing the left side as ll(l - e) - x:(1 - Ai) e, /I, we repeat the 
above argument to obtain 1 - 4, > 213, whence Ai0 < l/3. 
If we now denote by dI ,..., 
clear that e = Cfdi E G(F). 
dk those ei’s satisfying ei < e, then it is 
(11.6) If A CL has the property that for ewery sequence (1,) of a 
Z.S.C. components of 1, 1, 4 0 impZies lim, II 1, IlAO = 0, then the convex 
solid envelope of A has the same property. 
Proof. It is not hard to show [cf. (6.1)] that the hypothesis on A 
implies the apparently stronger property: 
(i) for every sequence (1J of a 1.s.c. components of 1, 1, 4 0 implies 
lim,(sup{ll 41A0 I l a a 1.s.c. component of 1, 1 < In)) = 0. 
Turning to the proof, it is enough to show that the conclusion 
holds for the normal envelope B of A. Let {l,J be a sequence of a 
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1s.~. components of 1 such that Z, 4 0, and consider E > 0. By (i) 
there exists A such that ]I 2 ]lAO < l for every u 1.s.c. component l of 1 
satisfying 0 < 1 < 1, . We show I] I /Iso < 2~ for every such I (hence 
in particular for every 1, such that m > n). 
Consider such an 1, and v E B. We have to show l(Z, v)I < 2E. 
Assume first that v = CL+ for some p E A. For this case we actually have 
(I, p+) < E. In effect, suppose (I, p+) > E. Then, denoting as usual, 
the component of 1 in M,+ by I,+ , we have l(Z,+ , p)I = (I,, , p+) = 
(1, p+> > E. Now Mu+ is contained in the larger band M,, , and as 
we have pointed out in section 8, some sequence of C, converges to 
I,+ in M, . It follows easily from this that there is a sequence {fk} in 
M,, satisfying (a) fk 4 Z, + and (b) each fk = (Zk’)U for some u 1.s.c. 
element Zk’ > 0. By the process used in (1 l.l), we can replace {fk} by 
a sequence {e,} of components of 1 in MU ; moreover, the same opera- 
tion on {Zk’) gives us a sequence {Ii> of u 1.s.c. components of 1 which 
still satisfy ek = (Z& (k = 1, 2,...). Replacing each Zi by ZL A I if 
necessary, we can also have 1: < 1 for all k. Since p is continuous on M,, , 
there is a k such that I(+, p)I > E, hence l(Z;d , p)/ = I(ek , p)] > E. 
But this contradicts 0 < Zl < Z, . 
The extension of the above result on CL+ to CL-, then to 1 p 1 (for 2~), 
and thus to all of B = UUEA[- j p 1, I p I], is straightforward. 
(11.7) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is equi-a-continuous on Ba112. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) for every sequence {In} of u 1. s.c. components of 1, I,, 4 0 implies 
lim, /I Z, IlAO = 0. 
Proof. 1 of course implies 2. Assume 2 holds: we show 2 of (10.3) 
is satisfied. There is no loss of generality in supposing that A is 
contained in the unit ball of L and [from (11.6)] that it is solid. 
Suppose there exists a sequence {In} of u 1.s.c. elements, and E > 0, 
such that Z, .J 0 while II Z, IlAO > 2~ for all n, and we can assume II < 1. 
For each n, choose pm E A so that l(Z, , p&I > 2~; moreover, since 
I pn I E A also, and <I, , I pn I> 2 IQ, , PJ, we can t&e pn 2 0. 
For each n, let e, be the component of 1 in the closed ideal generated 
by (I, - cl)+, and set d, = 1 - e, . Then the e,‘s are u I.s.c. elements, 
and e, 4 0, hence by 2, lim, ]I e, IlAO = 0. Now for each n, since 
1, < 1, we have 1, = (I, A e,) + (1, A d,) < e, + cl, hence 
(1, , pn) < (e, , pm) + ~(1, p,J < 11 e, IlAO + E (since A is in the unit 
ball of L). Applying the fact that lim, (I err ]lAO = 0, we see that for n 
large enough, (I, , ,uLlz) < 26, which contradicts the choice of the pn’s. 
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The following “equi regularity” condition is Grothendieck’s 
property (4) [6, ThCoreme 21. 
(11.8) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, A solid, the following are 
equivalent : 
1. A is equi-a-continuous on Ba112. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) for each u U.S.C. component u of 1, and E > 0, there is a u 1.s.c. 
component 1 of 1 such that 1 > u, /I I- u (iA0 < E. 
Proof. That 1 implies 2 follows from (11.1). Assume 2 holds. We 
will also use it in its dual form: for each u 1.s.c. component 1 of 1, and 
E > 0, there is a a U.S.C. component u of 1 such that u < 1, 11  - u lIAO < E. 
We show 2 of (11.7) holds. Suppose {In) is a sequence of u 1.s.c. com- 
ponents of 1 such that 1, J 0 but 111, /IA0 > 2~ for some E > 0 and all n. 
Applying 2, for each n there is a u U.S.C. component u, of I such that 
u, < 1, and II 1, - u, llRO < ~/2~. Set v, = Amnlui (n = 1, 2,...). Then 
/I l,, - vu,, IlAO ,< E for all n, which gives in turn that I/ U, IIAO > E for 
all n. 
Set v = Anvn . We claim 11 v IlAo > 0. In effect, by 2 above there is 
a u 1.s.c. component 1 of 1 such that 1 > v, 11  - v llAO < c/2. As is 
easily shown, v < v 12 < 1 for some n. It follows I/ 1 IlAo > I/ v, IlAO > E, 
whence II u llAO = // I- (I- v)IIAO > /I 1 IlAO - 11 I- v /IA0 > E - (c/2) = 42. 
We thus have v $; 0, which contradicts the fact that v < 1, for all n. 
(11.9) If A CL has the property that for every sequence {In> of 
mutually disjoint u 1.s.c. components of 1, lim,n II 1, llAO = 0, then the 
convex solid envelope of A has the same property. 
Proof. Let {In} be a sequence of mutually disjoint u 1.s.c. com- 
ponents of 1, and consider E > 0. We show first that there exists n 
such that m 3 n implies II 1 jlAO < E for every u I.s.c. component 1 of 1 
satisfying 1 < l,, . Suppose no such n exists. Then there is a sub- 
sequence {In,}, and for each K a u 1.s.c. component lk’ of 1 such that 
lk’ < In, and jl lk’ llAO > E. But {lk’} is a mutually disjoint set of u 1.s.c. 
components of 1, hence by hypothesis, lim, I] lk’ /IA0 = 0, and we thus 
have a contradiction. The remainder of the proof is now identical 
with that of (11.6). 
(11.10) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is equi-u-continuous on Ba1J2. 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
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(b) for every sequence {In} of mutually disjoint u kc. components of 1, 
lim, II Z, llA0 = 0. 
Proof. If {In} are mutually disjoint, then Z, -+ 0 in Ba1i2; hence 1 
implies 2. Assume 2 holds, and from (11.9), we can assume A is solid. 
We show A satisfies 2 of (11.8). Suppose not, that is, there exists a (T 
U.S.C. component u of 1, and E > 0, such that 11  - u IlAO > E for 
every CJ I.s.c. component of 1, I >, u. Set I = I1 and choose p1 E A, 
p1 > 0, such that (Z1 - u, pi) > E. 
(i) There exist a u 1.s.c. component IIf of 1 and a u U.S.C. component 
ul’ of 1 such that 
By (11.1) there is a sequence {uk} of u U.S.C. components of 1 such 
that uk f I1 - u. Since p1 is continuous, we can choose uk so that 
(uk , pl) > E. Now choose II’, ul’ by (11.3) (with uk playing the role 
of u there). Then II’, ul’ have the desired properties. 
Set II - ur’ = la . I, > u, hence we can repeat the above process, 
obtaining first pa E A, pa > 0 such that (la - u, pa) > E, then a u 
1.s.c. component I,’ of 1 and a CT U.S.C. component up’ of 1 such that 
0 < Ia’ < ua’ < 1, - u and (la’, pa) > E. Proceeding inductively, we 
obtain a sequence {In’) of mutually disjoint u I.s.c. components of 1 
such that 11 Z,’ IlAO > E for all n. This contradicts 2, and thus completes 
the proof. 
We give a topological condition for equi-u-continuity on Ball=. 
Since it is essentially a sharpening of the Dunford-Pettis Theorem 
(74, we state it for L, instead of L. 
(11.11) PROPOSITION. Given p EL and A CL, , the following are 
equivalent : 
1. A is equi-u-continuous on Ba1J2, 
2. (a) A is norm-bounded, and 
(b) given E > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that for every u I.s.c. com- 
ponent 1 of 1, 
The proof is essentially the same as that of (7.6) [using (11.7) in 
place of (7.1)]. 
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12. w(L, Ba1/2)-Compactness. 
(12.1) PROPOSITION. Every w(L, Ba1/2)-convergent sequence in L is 
equi-a-continuous on Ba’i2. 
Proof. Consider (pm} convergent to 0 under w(L, Ba1/2). We 
show {CL%} satisfies 2 of (11.10). Since C C Ba1j2, {pn} is w(L, C)- 
convergent to 0, hence norm-bounded. Suppose {pn} fails to satisfy 
2(b). By taking a subsequence if necessary, we can assume there exists 
a sequence {In} of mutually disjoint u 1.9.~. components of 1, and 
E > 0, such that \(Z, , pm)1 > z for all n. Applying (3.2), there exists 
a positive linear mapping T: I” -+ Msatisfying T[, = 1, (n = 1, 2,...), 
and with it, the transpose mapping lT: Mb --f (Z”)b. 
Now clearly T is actually a mapping of I” into Ba1/2. It follows 
{“Tpn) is w[(Z”)“, PI- convergent to 0. In effect, for each f~ Z”, 
<f, tTd = < Tf> CL,), which converges to 0 since Tf E Ba1/2. (3.1) 
now gives us that lim, II(“Tpn)p 11 = 0. Thus, for 7a large enough, 
we have ICE,, tT~,Jl < E. But ICC, , tT~n>l = l(TL, ~2 = 
1(1,, , &I > E for all n, and we have a contradiction. 
(12.2) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively w(L, Ba1i2)-compact. 
2. A is equi-o-continuous on Ba112. 
Proof. Assume 1 holds. We can take A to be w(L, Ba1/2)-compact. 
We show that 2 of (11.10) is satisfied. Since C C Ba112, A is w(L, C)- 
compact, hence norm-bounded. Suppose A fails to satisfy 2(b). Then 
there exists a sequence {Z,} of mutually disjoint CJ 1.9.~. components 
of 1, a sequence {Pi} C A, and E > 0, such that \(Z, , &I > E for 
all n. 
There exists (fm} C C, and we include 1 in the set, such that each Z, 
is the sup of some subset of if,). Let (? be the norm-closed linear 
sublattice generated by {fm}. Then c is a separable (M) space. Denote 
by h the injection map c -+ C. We then have ‘h : L -+ jf and 
Ith : fi -+ M, f, and i@ the dual and bidual of e respectively. “‘h is 
an isomorphism (into), and is (order) continuous: Ilh(f v g) = 
(Ithf) v (“lhg); fm + 0 in J?l implies “‘hf, + 0 in M (cf. section 6 in 
[I I]). It follows easily that 
0) t6/&&2 C B&2 
(ii) 1 12 = qi ?I (n = 1: z!,...), 
where the in’s are mutually disjoint u 1.9.~. components of 1 in fi. 
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From (i), ‘h is 
and w(& I?a1i2). 
continuous with respect to the topologies w(L, Ba1/2) 
It follows the set /? = %A in L is w(L, Ba1/2)- 
compact. A for&oh a is w(,$ 
is metrizable under w(L, c), 
c) -compact. But c is separable, hence a 
h ence {%pn} has a subsequence which is 
w(L, C’)-convergent. For simplicit 
w(& c)-convergent. Since w(& LJ 
of notation, assume {f/z~n} is itself 
) and w(& Ba1j2) coincide on A^, 
this gives us that {*hi,} is w(& Ba’/“)-convergent. Applying (12. l), 
{%p,) is equi-o-continuous on Ba1/2. In particular lim, 11 f, IlAO = 0. 
But I<k , %,J = I( “hf, , &I = i(L) /%)I > E for all n, which 
contradicts (11.10). 
That 2 implies 1 is shown by the same argument as was used in 
Theorem (3.7) [using Theorem (9.6) and replacing equicontinuity 
by equi-a-continuity]. 
We now come to the DieudonnC theorem. We will need the 
following lemma. 
(12.3) If p A v = 0 in L, then for each u kc. component 1 of 1, 
and E > 0, there exist u kc. components I’, I” of 1 such that 
1’ v 1” = 1, 
(40 v> < c, 
Ml”), P) < l - 
Proof. We prove it first for 1 = 1. Choose f, g E C such that 
f,g 2 O,f +g = 1, and (f, v) < r/2, (g, p) < e/2. Let e’ (resp. e”) 
be the component of I in the closed ideal generated by (f-g)+ 
[resp. (g -f)+]. Set d’ = 1 - e”, d” = 1 - e’. It is a routine exercise 
to verify that 
d’ v d” = 1, Cd’, v> -=z c, Cd”, r> < E. 
Now by (11.1) and the continuity of v, there is a u 1.s.c. component 1 
of 1 such that 1 > d’ and (1, v) < E. Since d’ is u.s.c., we can apply 
(11.2) to obtain a u 1.s.c. component 1’ of 1 satisfying d’ < 1’ < ~(1’) < 1, 
whence (u(l’), v) < E. Similarly we can obtain 1” 2 d” satisfying 
(~(1”). CL) < E. That we also have 1’ v 1” = 1 is clear. 
For a general u 1.s.c. component 1 of 1, first find 1’ and 1” for 1 as 
above; 1’ A 1 and 1” A 1 then have the desired properties. 
(12.4) (Dieudonne’) If A CL is w[L, Q(Ba1/2)]-bounded, then it is 
norm-bounded. 
Proof. Suppose A is not norm-bounded, i.e., 
(9 Z$ (1, I cc I> = co. 
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LEMMA 1. There is a sequence {Zm} of u L.C. components of 1, and 
a sequence (~~1 C A satisfying 
(1) 1, A lP = Oforp # n; 
(2) (4 , I%> > n (n = 1, Z...). 
We obtain these sequences inductively by means of the induction 
lemma, 
LEMMA 2. Suppose rnnWl is a u 1.s.c. component of 1 such that 
~wdmn-l , I P I> = CO. Then there exists pn E A and two u 1,s.~. 
components 1, , m, of 1 satisfying 
(1) 4&Y m, < m,-, , 
(2) 1, h m, = 0, 
(3) (4L > P?&) > % 
(4) su~dm, , I P I> = 00. 
Choose (v~} C A so that lim,(m,-, , j vk I) = co. Then 
lip (m,-r , vk+) = cc and lip (m,-l, ve-) = co. 
Suppose, for example, that the first of these fails to hold. Then there 
is a subsequence {vi,} such that sup&m,-, , vk+,) < 00. It follows 
sup (mn-l , / vki 1) = Sup (mn-l , 2di - vki) 
i i 
i 
contradicting the choice of {vk). 
We can thus choose k so that 
(%-l , vk-) > n + 2. 
We take this vk for our pn. . Now by (12.3), there exist u 1.s.c. com- 
ponents I’, I” of 1 such that I’ v I” = m,-r , (u(l’), pm-) < 1, 
(u(Y), p,+) < 1. From our hypothesis on m,, , ~up,,~(Z’, 1 p I> = 00 
or sup&E”, I p I) = 00; for concreteness, say the latter holds. We 
set m, = I”. As in the proof of (12.3), it follows from (11. l), (11.2), 
the inequality (u(m,), CL,+) < 1 above, and the continuity of CL,+, 
that there exists a u U.S.C. component u of 1 such that u > u(m,) and 
(24, p,+) < 1. We set 1, = (m,-, - u)+. 
580/S/2-9 
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That Z, , m,, satisfy (l), (2), and (4) of the Lemma is clear; we 
show (3) holds. 
(4 , CL& = ((mn-l - 4+, ~2 
= ((m,-l - 4+, CL,+> - (h-1 - #I+, hn-> 
2 (mnml - u, h+> - <m,-1 - mn , P,-> 
2 (nbl - u, CL,+> - Cl’, CL,-) 
= +hl , CL,+> - 04 h+> - Cl’, h? 
>(n+2)-l-l 
= n. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. Applying it inductively, 
starting with m, = 1, we obtain Lemma 1. 
We proceed to prove the Theorem. By (3.2) there exists a positive 
linear mapping T: I” -+ M satisfying T& = 1, (n = 1, 2,...), and 
with it, the transpose mapping ‘T: Mb -+ (P)*. As is easily seen, we 
actually have T(Z”) C Ba112, and, of even more importance here, for 
each component e of 1 in Z”, Te is a u 1.~. component of 1 in M. 
We show first that {fTp,J is a w[(Z”)*, (E(Z”)]-bounded set. Consider 
e ECU. For each n, (e, ‘T& = (Te, CL,), hence supn I(e, ‘T/Q] = 
supn j(Te, Z.&l < co, since Te is a IJ 1.s.c. component of 1 and 
(pm} C A. It now follows from (6.7) that {(tTpn)ll) is norm-bounded. 
In particular supn I(&, “TpJ < co. But (5,) “Tpn) = (T& , CL,) = 
(I,, pn) > n (n = 1,2,...). We thus have a contradiction. 
Remark. By,( 11 S), the above theorem is equivalent to the formally 
stronger theorem obtained in replacing @(Ba1/2) by the set of u 1.s.c. 
components of 1 (or u U.S.C. components of I). Dieudonne’s proof 
(and the above one) actually establishes the latter form of the theorem. 
(12.5) COROLLARY. Given A CL, the following are equivalent: 
1. A is relatively w(L, Ba1/2)-compact. 
2. A is relatively w[L, @(Ba1/2)]-compact. 
Proof. If A is relatively w[L, &(Bar/2)]-compact, then it is 
w[L, @(Ba1/2)]-b ounded, hence by the Theorem, norm-bounded. Now 
the linear subspace generated by 6(Ba112) is norm-dense in Ball2 
(11.4), so by the Grothendieck completeness theorem, w[L, 6(Ba112)] 
coincides with w(L, Balla) on norm-bounded sets. Thus A is relatively 
w(L, Ba1j2)-compact. 
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13. Weak Compactness in L(X): Third Stage 
(13.1) PROPOSITION. Given A CL, the following are equiwalent: 
1. A is equicontinuous on M. 
2. A is equi-o-continuous on Ba1i2. 
Proof. That 1 implies 2 follows from (9.4) and (3.4). Conversely, 
assume 1 fails to hold. Then by 4 of (3.4), there is a sequence (j,} in 
M (n = 0, I, 2 ,... ), a sequence (p,J in A, and E > 0, such that 
(9 0 <Al <fI B --- =G 1, 
(ii) IG -L-1 9 Pn)l > 6 n = 1, 2,... 
Since {CL,} is countable, it is contained in L, for some TV EL. For each n, 
denote by g, the component of fn in M,, . Then the sequence {g,) also 
has the properties (i), (ii). Now for each g E Mu , there is a sequence 
in C, (the projection of C in M,) which converges to g (cf. section 8). 
It follows easily that there exists h E M such that (a) h, = g, and 
(b) vj t h, where {vi} is a sequence of u U.S.C. elements. Let h, be 
such an h for each g, above, and we can arrange to have 
0 < h, < h, < ..a < 1. Then {h,} clearly has properties (i), (ii). The 
argument used in the proof of (10.4) now gives us a sequence of D 
U.S.C. elements {uJ also satisfying (i) and (ii). It follows from (10.4) 
that 2 fails to hold. 
Combining the above Proposition with (5.2), (12.2), and (12.5) 
gives us the Grothendieck theorem. We include the (redundant) 
property 2 in its statement for the reason given in section 9, that Ball2 
contains C while the linear subspace generated by 6(Ba1/2) does not. 
(13.2) (Grothendieck). Given A CL, the following ate equivalent: 
1. A is relatively weakly compact. 
2. A is relatively w(L, Ba1J2)-compact. 
3. A is relatively w[L, E(Ba1/2)]-compact. 
(13.3) COROLLARY. The various forms of equi-o-continuity on Bali2 
and L(Ba112) giwen in sections 10 and 11 are all equivalent to weak 
compactness in L. 
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